INVITATION

The School of Humanities is inviting you for a debate on

SOCIAL JUSTICE AND THE HUMANITIES

with the following event

Plenary Talk

Knowledge is power is knowledge:
How Humanities can help break the cycle of epistemic/epistemological injustice

Johanna Ennser-Kananen
University of Jyväskylä

The talk will be followed by a discussion on Social Justice and Humanities including presentations of research projects by Börte Sagaster (Turkish and Middle Eastern Department), Kleanthes Grohman (English Department), Sviatlana Karpava (English Department), Fabienne Baider (French and European Studies Department), Marilena Kariolemou (Byzantine and Modern Greek Department)

Thursday, December 12, 2019 from 10:30 a.m.
until 3:00 p.m.

B224 MBA Amphitheater, Building OED01, Level -2